Welcome to the annual ISS School Supply Supplement!

At ISS we are always looking for ways to build community and work in partnership with other like-minded organizations. It was with these values in mind that we created the supplement seven years ago. We wanted to better connect our vendors and schools and provide both with valuable information that will help make the school supply process as smooth and worry-free as possible. The ISS School Supply Supplement has become a valuable resource, putting information in the hands of teachers making purchasing decisions at the time of year when schools start to plan their annual orders.

While much has changed over the years, one thing has not: world class schools need world class materials. The ISS School Supply team works year-round through school planning, buying, and receiving phases to ensure the smoothest processes possible for all involved. Our team’s 40+ years of experience help us to handle almost every situation possible and we have seen some unusual ones! We’ve worked with schools and suppliers across the globe, from Mongolia to Mexico and on every continent except Antarctica. We have mastered shipping routes and ever-changing customs paperwork for more than 100+ customs agencies. Beyond all of that, and top of our list, we have developed relationships with our schools. We so value when we can meet a client in-person and spend time getting to know each other better. One thing we’ve learned from those meetings is that our clients trust that we have their best interests at heart and take seriously our responsibility to be their advocate and partner.

Each of our clients receives a dedicated ISS School Supply Account Representative. Everyone on the team is professional, experienced, knowledgeable, and driven by the mission to help schools provide the best educational program and experience possible for children. This year we added a new account rep, Connie Hu, located in the ISS Asia Pacific office in Shenzhen, China. Connie is available to assist international schools in China with their purchasing needs as well as help new start up schools with their purchase of supplies and equipment. Additionally, she is responsible for managing our relationship with our dedicated Chinese import agency. We are thrilled to have Connie on the team, which will allow us to provide even better service to our schools in China and give ISS the opportunity to focus on a very important market for international education.

Enjoy this year’s edition of the Supply Supplement, which features some fun stories and advice from our School Supply team. Please feel free to reach out with any questions you have about ISS School Supply. I look forward to hearing from you.

As a nonprofit organization, International Schools Services (ISS) works with more than 500 international schools and thousands of educators each year across its suite of services, creating the largest global footprint in international education support. Since its inception in 1955, ISS has launched and managed more than 110 international schools; supported approximately 50,000 job-seeking educators; developed ground-breaking learning programs, such as the World Language Initiative and LEVEL 5 Creativity & Innovation Hubs; processed about 15,000 school supply orders annually; and provided accounting and nonprofit board management for over 75 schools. With its headquarters in Princeton, NJ, USA and locations in China and Bahrain, ISS currently owns or operates about 20 international schools around the world and promotes innovative best practices for global education through its core services that include: founding and managing student-centered, future-oriented schools; recruiting world-class educators; providing cutting-edge professional learning opportunities; sourcing essential school supplies; and administering school foundations.
YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE FOR IT NEEDS

SERVING THE ISS COMMUNITY FOR OVER 15 YEARS

TigerDirect
www.tigerdirect.com

PCM
www.pcm.com

MacMall
www.macmall.com

Value add Services PCM can provide to all ISS Schools

- Free, no obligation consulting on server, computer, laptop or software builds and configurations.
- Free shipping from PCM to ISS distribution point
- Full line of Apple products
- Bulk and volume discounts for hardware and software
- Education discounts where available for hardware and software

For more information please contact: DON MAYER
Senior Account Executive
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Joan Ramos joined ISS 30 years ago. Today, she is a Senior Educational Account Representative with the ISS School Supply team, and after years of connections, is also a trusted resource and friend to many in the international education world. Catch up with her to hear about Supply highlights (including butterfly deliveries and secret trips through the jungle!), advice to newcomers to school supply, and more.

Where are you from, and how did you first come to join ISS?

I grew up in Morrisville, PA. I was working at another company, but the environment wasn’t really great or a place I could stay at for a long time. One of my co-worker’s mother was working at ISS, so when I started looking for a new opportunity, I interviewed there. The director of the department said to me “You can start today!” I thought it was an interesting company, so I took the job.

And now it’s been 30 years! What do you do in your position with ISS School Supply today?

I process the orders for a number of different schools: Independent School Riau, Ambatovy International School, a lot of the startup schools through our school management department. When they’re starting up a new school and going to purchase through us, I support the startup orders by working with the Senior Leadership Executive or somebody new on the ground to get the orders together. As a supervisor, I manage a couple people in the Supply department too. We submit the orders for the schools and consolidate the freight at our warehouse, then make a consolidated shipment to the schools according to their timeline. We do air freight, sea freight, container loads of orders, orders less than container loads. We also prepare all the paperwork for the shipment and work with a freight forwarder so that orders clear customs.

What do you enjoy about your work? Do you have any big projects for this upcoming season?

I like that there’s also a lot that’s different in my work every day, because of the different countries and needs. The other thing I enjoy is talking to my contacts overseas! We’ll chat about their families, where they’ve been on vacation, or they’ll ask if they can friend-request me on Facebook. I have a lot of friends now that are people I have worked with in the past or that I’m working with now.

This season, I’m working with a lot of new hires at my purchasing schools. When there’s somebody new stepping in, I try to be very available for them. They’re in a new place and don’t know what happened the previous year with ordering, so I’m here to help.

What advice would you offer to an international school or administrator who’s ordering supplies for the first time that they might not think of?

Get in touch with us so that you can understand the help we can offer. After that, the best thing you can do is get your school orders in early so that we can...
THE TOOLS FOR BUILDING BETTER MUSICIANS

Creating amazing musicians and vocalists requires time, talent and the products that surround students in the perfect learning environment. That's where Wenger comes in. No other company has the reputation, the service, the quality and the breadth of products you’ll find from Wenger. The only better investment you can make is in the students themselves.

Wenger
Your Performance Partner

+1 507.455.4100  www.wengercorp.com
The ISS School Supply team recently expanded our reach and services by establishing a School Supply Rep in China. Connie Hu now works out of the ISS Asia Pacific office in Shenzhen China. Connie will look after our clients in China and assist with ISS' Managed Schools in the region. ISS Director of School Services Keith Cincotta says of the hire, “We’re thrilled to be able to offer even better service and market insight to our clients in China and across Asia by having a dedicated rep in Shenzen. Connie has great experience and is committed to ISS’ mission of empowering international schools.” Connie recently spent a week training with the Princeton staff. She also travelled to New York with Sylvia Butler (ISS Senior Account Representative) and LaQuail Scotland (ISS Educational Account Representative), visiting the One World Observatory. Welcome Connie to the team!
Help Your Students Thrive

From furniture to equipment to incentives, find innovative solutions to create effective learning environments

Visit demco.com, search furniture

Visit demco.com, search international
Develop STEM Skills
Find low-tech and high-tech tools to get kids making

Visit demco.com, search makerspace

Protect. Repair. Organize.

Visit demco.com, search library supplies
ship early. We want you to have very little on backorder. Also, we can usually get most things, so even if you think your school won’t be able to get an item, always ask us!

**Any stories or examples of times that you helped schools that were in a pinch? An unusual item that you were able to pull through?**

At Riffa Views International School (RVIS), we once worked with a woman trying to order butterfly larvae. When you order bugs or other live material, we usually order them directly from the science supplier and have them ship straight to the school. We can’t take live things into our warehouse because of what happened with the frogs. (See Vicki Merlo’s article in last School Supply Supplement).

The school had been trying to order the larvae with one of the science suppliers, but it just wasn’t working between customs and other complications. So she contacted me and said, “I’m trying to get butterfly larvae! We’re trying to do this thing for the great elementary kids and we wanted to have them turn into butterflies, but I can’t get them shipped!”

I told her, “That’s easy! I’ll get it for you.” I worked with Carolina Biological Supply and I got the butterfly larvae shipped and delivered. The parents were ecstatic, the kids were ecstatic, the teacher was taking pictures of the butterflies and sending them to us. I didn’t even know when I ordered them, but it was a huge deal to RVIS.

I do have another good story, about when we opened up a new contract school a while back. Now it’s less stringent, but at the time, the country was pretty closed and shut down by its government. They were allowing us to come in and set up this international American curriculum school as an exception, since it was being done jointly with someone prominent. But we weren’t allowed to tell anybody where the school was. We had a code for the school. Vendors would call and want to know the location, but we weren’t supposed to tell them.

We couldn’t ship directly to the school, so we shipped to an alternate location. The school didn’t want to alert anybody that this container was coming through, so they would pay locals to help with transportation. The shipment was broken down and carried through the jungle, using hundreds of porters, donkeys and mules. I think that’s pretty interesting.

**Agreed! Thank you for sharing your stories and School Supply journey with us, Joan. Any closing thoughts about ISS and being in this world for thirty years?**

There’s been a lot of different changes over the years. When we got a fax machine, everybody was excited about this machine that could transmit documents over phone lines. We used to type all of our reports and letters on a typewriter, and now everything’s automated. Oh, and Vicki and I used to rollerblade through the office after-hours because Rob Ambrogi gave us his old rollerblades—that was fun.

It’s been a really fulfilling job. At the end of the day, you’re making sure that the teachers have the supplies that they need to teach the kids, and that kids have the supplies they need to be able to learn. It’s a great mission, and one of those companies where you can just come and stay.
All You Need to Turn Science Lessons into Science Connections

Now, get 20% off your orders of science supplies from Ward’s Science with promo code ISSad20.

Hands-on Science Equipment for:

- Biology
- Chemistry
- Physics
- Astronomy
- Earth Science
- Geology
- Biotechnology
- Lab Safety
- STEM

Contact Your Ward’s Science Global Export Representative for a Quote, While Supplies Last:

Quotes@wardsintl.com
+1 585 321 9162

Learn more and shop at
wardsci.com/international

*Promo code ISSad20 valid until September 2020. Excludes hazardous items. Unless otherwise specified, contact discounts and special offers may not be applied to any item priced with a final digit of 9 (e.g., 10.99; 310.99; 712.99). Offer excludes same models due to custom nature of the product. Promotional discounts also may not be combined with other offers, discounts, contracts, or promotions. Please contact us for details.
Gopher

High-Quality Physical Education, Athletic, Fitness & Classroom Solutions!

GopherSport.com | 800-533-0446

EAI Education

Make Your Classroom Come Alive™

- Specializing in classroom basics and hands-on essentials for Math, Science, and STEM, plus a full line of calculators.
- We offer a full collection of Classroom Resources to keep teachers organized and students focused on learning.
- Choose from hundreds of content-rich activity centers, games, and manipulatives exclusive to EAI Education.

How to Order:
1) Visit EAIeducation.com
2) Create an account and add items to your cart.
3) Save your cart and email to your ISS Representative.
BARNES & NOBLE AND ISS
YOUR PARTNERS FOR CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Extensive collection of books, textbooks, games, STEM/STEAM products, and more.

Discounts of 20%–40% on most items with ISS discount—mention promo code BNPRINCETON2368 when placing your order.

To order or for more information, contact your ISS representative or email crm2368@bn.com
The African Library Project coordinates book drives in the United States and partners with African schools and villages to start small libraries. ISS is proud to support this project, and its goals of improving literacy, education, and self-empowerment through building libraries. This year ISS partnered with the Princeton location of Barnes and Noble to donate 1,500 children’s books. The books benefited libraries in Ghana: a nursery school and a community library located in Avelebe. The African Library Project named ISS a Literacy Champion.
Thousands of quality products and resources to enable physical activity, learning and play—to make the world more accessible and rewarding for everyone!
HOME SCIENCE TOOLS
inspired learning

Your science partner for 25 Years!

SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR

- teachers
- classrooms
- students
- middle school
- elementary schools
- STEM learning

800-860-6272  homesciencetools.com

Great Learning Spaces Start with Jonti-Craft
Jonti-Craft is your complete solution to create spaces that engage, inspire, and protect young learners of all ages.

- 4,000+ handcrafted furniture pieces for classrooms, libraries, public spaces, and more
- Over 20 product categories provide options for every learning need and budget
- Our Room Design Service arranges learning spaces to best suit children’s needs

See us at the NESA Fall Leadership & AAIE
SCHOOL TRENDS: FLEXIBLE CLASSROOM SEATING

One of the struggles of being an educator is finding teaching methods that benefit all students. Visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic learners all learn in different ways and speeds. Creating a space that can change with the types of learning can help tremendously with student engagement and participation. In an agile or flexible classroom, structures (tables, storage containers or seats) can be moved and adjusted according to activity levels and other requirements. Adaptable seating can transform basic spaces into dynamic learning environments.

ISS partners with several vendors that offer flexible seating for the classroom, helping teachers move away from rows of neatly aligned desks in favor of adjustable spaces. Students can choose what type of desk and/or seating works best for them. Teachers can also re-configure their classrooms depending on the individual needs of students. Quiet spaces and nooks can be created to benefit students who prefer a more tranquil learning environment.

Flexible seating is the first step in creating an agile classroom. Allowing your students to take some control over their learning space can positively change the way they learn, both individually and with others. If you would like to know more about flexible seating options, please contact your ISS School Supply Rep.

International School of Dongguan, China

Cayman International School, Cayman Islands

We Make Ordering K-12 Wholesale Furniture Easy

ISS Member Exclusive
10% Off Web Prices
Use code ISS2020

Shop Online at nextgenfurniture.com

Over 30 Years Experience
Serving Schools in the U.S and Worldwide

Email: info@nextgenfurn.com
Phone: 1-215-259-5300
Everything we offer is designed for one purpose.

From crayons to curriculum to comprehensive learning environments, we offer our own and many other top brands with 150,000+ products designed to be individually effective and even more powerful when brought together to elevate student outcomes, transform classrooms, and so much more.

To learn more, contact your ISS representative.
Shop now at SchoolSpecialty.com/InternationalSchool
For quality and value, choose the BLICK® brand

Blick stocks more than 80,000 products in its warehouse and offers nearly 15,000 factory-direct items. We also source more than 8,000 high-quality products from around the world to sell under the Blick brand name — assuring an even better value for your dollar!

For details, visit DickBlick.com/landing/blick.
One of the more recent purchasing trends the ISS team has seen in school supply orders is the implementation of individualized classroom libraries. Schools all over the world are recognizing that developing readers need to progress and learn with books that are intrinsically interesting and tailored to fit students’ specific reading levels. A classroom library provides a go-to space for students to explore new topics at their own pace.

What is a classroom library?
A classroom library is a collection of books, magazines, and other written resources within a classroom. It is an aggregation of age-appropriate texts for your students. Collections can be based on reading level, genre, theme, or author, including fiction and non-fiction, narrative and non-narrative books.

What are the benefits of classroom libraries?
- A diversity of titles and leveled readers to meet the needs of all students
- Leveled book collections that support students throughout the year
- Support individual reading, partnered reading, and group reading/discussions
- Comprehensive, specially selected titles from thousands of publishers allow students to become successful and enthusiastic readers and writers

How do I get books for my classroom library?
There are many ways to get books for your classroom library. A budget-friendly option is donations from friends, family, and even your students. If donations are not an option, local bookstores are packed with books for all ages and reading levels. Of course, ISS is here to help with all your library and textbook needs as well. Contact us today to get started with a supply order.

How many books are in a classroom library?
There is no exact number of books required for your classroom library. It’s important to have a plethora of reading options for your students. Be sure to include books of wide-ranging subjects, from science to sports, fiction and non-fiction. Each student progresses at a different speed so having books for different reading levels will benefit the entire class.

It’s worth noting the inevitability of students wanting to read the same book. Having more than one copy of some popular books or topics will benefit your library and your students. With this in mind, having about three books per student will ensure topic and book availability.

How do you organize a classroom library?
Organizing an effective classroom library comes down to the size of your classroom and quantity of books. If you have a lot of space, seating can be bean bag or any other comfortable chairs. In a small space, your classroom library can be a bookshelf or space with books and other reading materials.

When it comes to the books, organization is up to you: theme, subject, year released, etc. It comes down to preference, but you’ll want your students to find what they want to read without difficulty. Baskets or milk crates are a great, easy way to organize groups of books. Label each container to make finding specific book categories easy for students.

Many ISS School Supply vendors, including Heinemann, School Specialty, Booksource, Follett, and Scholastic, have worked with literary experts to create diverse classroom libraries that are fun, informative, and interesting. Many of these vendors will work with teachers to develop unique classroom library solutions, customized to fit the individual needs of the classroom and teacher.

Ask your ISS account rep for more information on how to get started or contact us today to start building your classroom library.

TAISM VISITS ISS
School break, holidays, vacations around the world, leisure time, rest and relaxation; these are some of the things that we all look forward to during the summer months.

This summer, Mr. Hemant Dutia, Business Manager at the American International School of Muscat, took time from his school break to visit the ISS Princeton office. During his visit, he met with Loredana Lipari, the TAISM ISS School Supply representative for the past eighteen purchasing seasons.

TAISM has a long-standing relationship with ISS and Mr. Dutia has personally worked with ISS for 35 plus years. Thank you Hemant for your continued support and loyalty to International Schools Services. We look forward to working with you for many more years to come.
West Music has everything you need to build your General Music Classroom and help your students to play now and play for life!

westmusic.com
ISS members are eligible for additional DISCOUNTS!
The smart language tool for classrooms

There’s nothing else out there that’s like it.

Jess Lund, Head of MFL
Michaela School, UK

Get in touch today for your free 14-day trial!

thisislanguage.com

Décor • Games • Posters • Resource Books • Reproducible Activities

Social Studies • English • Spanish • French • German

SAVE $10 on any Social Studies order with SSTEACH19!

teachersdiscovery.com | 1-800-TEACHER

FOR TEACHERS, BY TEACHERS
ISS SCHOOL SUPPLY CHECKLIST

What is the current status of your school's supply inventory? Use our checklist to get a jumpstart on organizing needs and future orders.

Increase the happiness-factor of every school supply order by reducing costs and headaches, while sourcing high-quality supplies. ISS manages nearly 15,000 school supply orders across the globe annually, logging more than 1,000,000 transportation miles each year, while navigating about 100 local customs agencies and documentation requirements to ensure teachers and students receive their valuable school supplies each academic year.

Download Checklist: www.iss.edu/services/school-supply
While flexible seating and agile spaces are being introduced in classrooms to enhance learning, the same ideas are being applied to school playgrounds. Historically, playgrounds were a place of one thing: play. This still holds true today but with a greater emphasis on learning, exploration and discovery. Schools have become more thoughtful and innovative in playground design and installation as they seek to help their students learn and grow. The design of a playground is essential to fostering students' creativity in a fun and rewarding way.

One of the first questions a school asks when they're planning their playground is, “How can I improve my school's playground?” There are numerous options for building or improving a playground and it's important to make the best decision for your students. The goal of playground design is to create an exciting place for children of different grade levels to explore and have fun. These trends in playground design can help you and your school design the perfect playground for your students.

1. **Incorporate Existing Landscape Features**

   Many schools want to help their students develop a stronger connection to the natural world, and a playground area that integrates existing environment is a good place to start. Is there a pond, stream or rock outcropping on your campus you can take advantage of? Are there hills, tree, or native plants that can be incorporated? For example, the Heckscher Playground in New York City is built into the side of an outcropping of bedrock in Central Park that encourages climbing and exploration (for kids and adults). It's also beneficial to include different surfaces for exploration. For example, if your playground is surfaced with wood chips, including patches of grass or synthetic turf can add another element. Who doesn't like to play in the grass?

2. **Collaborative Design**

   Building a new playground is a great learning opportunity for all ages. Many schools are bringing their students into the playground design process from the start—sometimes with surprising and unexpected results. This process can draw out themes and features that are important to students, while also helping create an engaging play space. These collaborations can lead to more creative and innovative designs. The feeling of ownership and achievement created in the young designers is priceless.

3. **Creativity, Risk, ‘Loose Parts’ and Adventure Playgrounds**

   Increasingly schools are looking for ways to foster creativity and a maker mentality through outdoor play spaces. Some playgrounds include materials that kids can move and manipulate to build structures or build challenging physical obstacles that stretch kids' capabilities and help them create new ways of solving problems and having fun. Put your students' power to learn in their hands and see what they're able to do. Free, unstructured play is where true learning is.

   Your school's playground is another place for your students to learn, and it should reflect the values of your school. We encourage you to be creative when approaching a new playground design, incorporating themes and trends that support this development.

Top and Left Photos: Cayman International School, Cayman Islands
Below: NCIC-Immersion School, China

**THREE TRENDS IN PLAYGROUND DESIGN**
Put more active play everywhere!
With Sensory Pathways, Recess Activities and Brain Break Games

Since 2011, Fit & Fun Playscapes has been partnering with schools and organizations to bring fun, engaging tools to foster physical, social and mental development in children. We currently offer over 300 products that provide activities, exercises and resources for educators to help kids work toward a healthier, smarter and more active lifestyle, in school and beyond.

We specialize in colorful and creative sensory pathways, recess activities, and classroom brain breaks designed by experts and years of experience.

Roll-Out Activities™
Create fitness circuits, sensory pathways and indoor recess fun anywhere with portable activities that roll-up. Great for gymnasiums, hallways, classrooms and health and wellness fairs.

Stencils & Pavement Markings
Use with paint to create colorful activities and sensory pathways on concrete and asphalt. Great for recess yards, sidewalks, parks, walls, bus stops, unused courts and parking lots.

Super Stickers™
Transform your floors into sensory pathways and places that support the need for mental and physical breaks, transitions and self-regulation. Great for hallways, gymnasiums, sensory rooms and general classrooms.

FitAndFunPlayscapes.com  |  info@fitandfunllc.com  |  800-681-0684

© Fit and Fun Playscapes, LLC 2011-2019
Hundreds of diverse learning resources for every student. Constantly updated, expertly curated.

NEW PRINT

World Book Encyclopedia 2020

Lost & Found  Cool Tech  Taste The World  Robots

NEW DIGITAL

Early Learning by World Book

World Book Online has 16 comprehensive databases, over 45,000 articles, over 2,000 videos, games, lesson plans and more.
Visit worldbook.com to preview our other digital and print resources.

Contact us for a FREE trial
Send us an email at international@worldbook.com
Bring the WORLD into your language CLASSROOM.

Groundbreaking authentic content exclusively for language acquisition.

Visit our website for more information:
vistahigherlearning.com/IB
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SUBLIMATED UNIFORMS
A GREAT OPTION FOR SCHOOLS
✓ Never discontinued
✓ Long-lasting performance fabric
✓ Never peels, cracks or fades
✓ Always in your school colors
✓ Customizable designs

Team Sports Planet is an iSS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS SERVICES PARTNER PROVIDER

Contact us now to design your new custom uniforms

TEAMSPORTSPLANET
teamsportsplanet.com
info@teamsportsplanet.com
+1-215-218-2070
Ask about your ISS discount!
WE ARE PHYSICS!

ELECTRICAL CURRENT  MAGNETIC FIELDS  WAVES & SOUND  LIGHT & OPTICS

www.arborsci.com
We stock hundreds of products to provide players of all ages with the equipment to play and enjoy a wide variety of sports!
INSPIRE A LOVE OF READING WITH BOOKS FROM BOOKSOURCE

Booksouce partners with PreK-12 educators around the world to provide students with books that enrich learning and inspire a love of reading. We offer an extensive selection of classroom literature, including classroom libraries, book collections aligned to education standards and individual titles in both English and Spanish. When you work with us, you’ll have access to:

» Book collections to support curricular goals in reading workshop, balanced literacy, social studies, STEM and ESL/ELL
» Free custom booklists to meet specific classroom needs and budget
» LibrarYLens, a new digital audit tool that analyzes your classroom library books and recommends titles to fill any gaps
» Labeling and set-sorting services so your books arrive organized according to your exact specifications

To learn more about Booksouce, visit Booksouce.com, email international@booksouce.com or ask your ISS Account Representative how Booksouce can help you inspire readers today.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT AND FREE DOMESTIC SHIPPING FOR ISS SCHOOL SUPPLY CLIENTS